Handling and control elements for the Internet Platform
»A Global Ethic now!«

The themes
The major themes can be called up directly by clicking the grey buttons at the top of the page.

Global Ethic in Everyday Life
Global Ethic and Economy
Global Ethic and Politics
Global Ethic and Religions
What is a Global Ethic?
(chosen theme)

The chapters of the themes

When you move the mouse
over one of the grey buttons,
a red flip-menu opens up.
There you find a list of all
of the chapters under the
corresponding theme.

The chapters can be called up
either via the flip-menu or via
the theme’s start-page.
Each chapter consists of at
least one sequence.

Start-page of the theme: »Global Ethic and Politics«
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The learning sequences
You can call up a unit
within a learning
sequence by clicking
the orange taskbar
showing either START
or the title of the corresponding sequence.

Learning sequence: START

Three learning sequences

First screen (step) of a learning sequence
The grey field on the right side of the display offers supplementary information sources (”extras”) which you can call up
to deepen your understanding of the topic in question:

The grey field on the left of the frame is designed to show where you are within a given sequence.

Further reading-matter on the topic,

Thus, it displays a table of contents for the current learning
sequence, indicating those units, which have already been
viewed. The table of contents thus grows step by step as one
moves forward from one screen to the next.

Information in the form of pop-ups,
Videos (see also below),
Detailed information in pdf-format (can be downloaded and printed),

When, in this column, you see the list of screens that you have
already viewed, you can go back at any time to an earlier screen
simply by clicking the corresponding entry in the list.

Links to other Internet resources relevant to the theme of the
screen,

Alternatively, you can use your browser’s backwards-arrow to
go back step by step.
Orientation

Information about photos.
Screen

Supplementary information
and materials

Back to …
You are here.

First screen
of a learning sequence.
This sequence
has six screens.

To move on to the next
screen, click the dart-button
in the lower right corner of
the screen.
At the bottom of each frame there is a bar composed of
red and white stripes, one stripe for each frame.

The forwards-dart

When you open a learning unit, the first frame appears
in red, the remainder are shown as white.
When you open the next frame, the corresponding
stripe in the bar turns red. Thus:
• The number of frames yet to be viewed is indicated
by the number of white stripes.
• The number of frames currently or already viewed, is
indicated by the number of red stripes.
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Last screen (step) of a learning sequence

Back to …
You are here.

Three signs mark the last
screen of a learning sequence:

Back to the start of a
learning sequence resp.
to the last furcation.

1. the dotted line,
2. all bars are changed to red,
3. the back to the start bar.

Spoken text and music
You will find two types
of loudspeaker control-bars,
which enables you
to halt the speaker or the music
at any time and to go back
or to go forward again.

Videos
When you click the film symbol in the righthand column, you get onto a film projection
frame and the video starts to run.

The video projection page

When you move the cursor into the video display area,
a video control bar appears at the bottom of the image.
With this control-bar, you can stop the video display
or pause it; you can move backwards or forwards within
the video. You can likewise regulate the volume.

At the end of a video sequence,
click the red-orange button in
the lower right corner of the
screen, to return to the learning
sequence.
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The lexicon

For further information on persons and events or for more
detailed explanations of technical terms and notions, we
offer you a comprehensive lexicon, where you can look up
keywords. You will find it on the left side of the grey stripe at
the bottom of the frame.

When you open the lexicon by clicking
the word “Lexicon”, an index opens up,
showing the letters of the alphabet
on the left and a scrollable list of
individual topics (in red type) entered
under the corresponding letter of
the alphabet. Clicking a specific topic
opens the lexicon to show the article
on that subject.
To move to another letter, simply click
the desired letter in the left column.
To return to the learning sequence,
you need only click the word “Back”
(in the grey orientation column on the
left side of the screen) and you will be
transported back to where you left off.

You have a question that hasn’t been answered here?
Write an email to Mrs. Willke: willke@weltethos.org
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